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Abstract
The Steiner tree problem is one of the classic and most fundamental NP-hard problems:
given an arbitrary weighted graph, seek a minimum-cost tree spanning a given subset of the
vertices (terminals). Byrka et al. proposed a 1.3863 + -approximation algorithm in which the
linear program is solved at every iteration after contracting a component. Goemans et al. shown
that it is possible to achieve the same approximation guarantee while only solving hypergraphic
LP relaxation once. However, optimizing hypergraphic LP relaxation exactly is strongly NP-
hard. This article presents an efficient two-phase heuristic in greedy strategy that achieves an
approximation ratio of 1.4295.
Key words: Steiner trees, approximation algorithms, graph Steiner problem, network design.
1 Introduction
The Steiner tree problem is one of the classic and most fundamental NP-hard problems. Given
an arbitrary weighted graph with a distinguished vertex subset, the Steiner tree problem asks for a
shortest tree spanning the distinguished vertices. This problem is widely used in many fields, such as
VLSI routing [12], wireless communications [16, 15], transportation [11], wirelength estimation [5],
and network routing [14]. The Steiner tree problem is NP-hard even in the very special cases of
Euclidean or rectilinear metrics [8]. In fact, it is NP-hard to approximate the Steiner tree problem
within a factor 96/95 [6]. Hence, an approximation algorithm with a small and provable guarantee
is thirsted by researchers. Recall that an α-approximation algorithm for a minimization problem is
a polynomial-time algorithm that finds approximate solutions to NP-hard optimization problems
with cost at most α times the optimum value.
Arora [1] established that Euclidean and rectilinear minimum-cost Steiner trees can be ap-
proximated in polynomial time within a factor of 1 +  for any constant  > 0. For arbi-
trary weighted graphs, a sequence of improved approximation algorithms appeared in the litera-
tures [19, 20, 2, 21, 17, 13, 10, 18, 4] and the best approximation ratio achievable within polynomial
time was improved from 2 to 1.39.
Byrka et al. proposed an LP-based approximation algorithm that achieves approximation ra-
tio of ln 4 +  for general graphs [4]. However, the linear program is solved at every iteration
after contracting a component. Goemans et al. [9] shown that it is possible to achieve the same
approximation guarantee while only solving hypergraphic LP relaxation once. However, optimiz-
ing hypergraphic LP relaxation exactly is strongly NP-hard [9]. Borchers and Du [3] show that
ρk ≤ 1 + blog2 kc−1 where ρk is the worst-case ratio of the cost of optimal k-restricted Steiner tree
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to the cost of optimal Steiner tree. We may therefore choose k = 21/ appropriately to obtain a
1 +  approximation to hypergraphic LP relaxation, for any  > 0. The number of variables and
constraints will consequently be more than n2
1/
where n is the number of terminals [7].
2 Notation and Preliminaries
Given a graph G = (V,E) with nonnegative edge costs (or weights) cost : E → R+ and a subset
R ⊆ V of terminals of the vertices of G, the Steiner tree problem asks for a minimum-cost Steiner
tree spanning R. Any tree in G spanning R is called a Steiner tree, and any non-terminal vertices
contained in a Steiner tree are referred to as Steiner points. The cost of a tree is the sum of its
edge costs. The graph G is assumed to be a complete graph and let GR be a complete graph that
induced by R.
For any graph H, we denote by MST (H) a minimum spanning tree of a graph H and by
cost(H) the sum of the costs of all edges in H. We thus abbreviate mst(H) = cost(MST (H)), i.e.,
the cost of a minimum spanning tree of H.
A terminal-spanning tree is a Steiner tree that does not contain any Steiner points. Let mst
be the cost of minimum terminal-spanning tree MST (GR). A minimum-cost Steiner tree spanning
subset R′ ⊂ R in which all terminals are leaves is called a full component. Any Steiner tree can
be decomposed into full components by splitting all the non-leaf terminals [18]. Our algorithm
will starts with a minimum-cost terminal spanning tree, and iteratively adds full components to
improve it. Any full component is assumed to have its own copy of each Steiner point so that full
components chosen by our algorithm do not share Steiner points.
Let Γ(K) be the terminal set of a given full component K. Let E0(R
′) be the set of zero-cost
edges in which all edges connect all pairs of terminals in R′. For brevity, let E0(H) = E0(Γ(H)).
We call a Steiner tree S is a well solution if |Γ(Ki) ∩ Γ(Kj)| ≤ 1 for any two full components Ki
and Kj in S. Let Loss(K) be the minimum-cost sub-forest of K. A simple method of computing
Loss(K) is given by the following lemma.
Lemma 2.1. [18]. For any full component K, Loss(K) = MST (K ∪ E0(K))− E0(K).
We denote the cost of Loss(K) by loss(K). Let C[K] be a loss-contracted full component that
can be obtained by collapsing each connected component of Loss(K) into a single node. We denote
by Optk an optimal k-restricted Steiner tree. Let optk and lossk be the cost and loss of Optk,
respectively. Let opt be the cost of the optimal Steiner tree. For brevity, this article uses T/E0(R
′)
to denote the minimum spanning tree of T ∪ E0(R′) for R′ ⊂ R.
The gain of a full component K with respect to T is defined as
gainT (K) = cost(T )−mst(T ∪ E0(K))− cost(K),
and the load of of a full component K with respect to T is defined as
loadT (K) = cost(K) +mst(T ∪ E0(K))− cost(T ).
Let ΨT1,T2(K) = cost(T1)− cost(T2)−mst(T1 ∪E0(K)) +mst(T2 ∪E0(K)). The following lemma
shows that if no full component can improve a terminal-spanning tree T , then cost(T ) ≤ optk.
Lemma 2.2. [18]. Let T be a terminal-spanning tree; if gainT (K) ≤ 0 for any k-restricted full
component K, then cost(T ) ≤ optk.
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Figure 1: A full component K: squares denote terminals, circles denote Steiner and bold black
edges indicate K − Loss(K). A subgraph B = ({a, b, c} , {{a, c} , {b, c}}) is a basic component in
K where an edge {a, c} belongs to Loss(K) and another edge {b, c} belongs to K − Loss(K).
3 Two-phase Algorithm
This section proposes a k-restricted two-phase heuristic (k-TPH) which is described in Algo-
rithm 1. Let T t be the terminal-spanning tree at the end of iteration t and let Kt be the chosen
full component at the end of iteration t. The first phase finds a terminal-spanning tree Tbase such
that no full component can improve it. The terminal-spanning tree Tbase is a based criterion for
the second phase. We denote by S1 the solution in the first phase, and by S2 the solution in the
second phase. The first phase is a loss-contracting algorithm. The criterion function of K with
respect to T t−1 is defined as
r =
gainT t−1(K)
loss(K)
.
A chosen full component Ki may be modified by other chosen full component. Assume that some
edges {e1, e2, . . .} in T t−1 that are corresponding to C[Ki] are deleted when adding C[Kt] to T t−1.
Some components are obtained by Ki − {e1, e2, . . .} and each component can be replaced by a full
component with same terminals. The full component Ki is replaced by these full components. That
is because we want to ensure that 12 · cost(S1) ≤ cost(Tbase). If no edge in T t−1 is corresponding to
C[Ki], we keep a basic component from Ki that is a Steiner point directly connect to two terminals
in which an edge belongs to Loss(Ki) and another edge belongs to Ki − Loss(Ki) (see Figure 1).
It guarantees that the chosen full components never be chosen again. However, it may bring that
some Steiner points are leaves in S1. Fortunately, these Steiner points can be removed. Therefore,
this paper assume that no Steiner point is leaf in S1.
The second phase calls the k-restricted enhanced relative greedy heuristic (k-ERGH), which
is described in Algorithm 2, to obtain a Steiner tree S2. The k-ERGH iteratively finds a full
component K for modifying the terminal-spanning trees T 0origin = MST (GR) and T
0
base. When a
full component Kt has been chosen, the algorithm contracts the cost of the corresponding edges in
T t−1origin to zero, that is, T
t
origin = MST (T
t−1
origin ∪E0(Kt)). Similarly, T tbase = MST (T t−1base ∪E0(Kt)).
The criterion function of K with respect to T t−1origin and T
t−1
base is defined as
f(K) =
loadT t−1base
(K)
ΨT t−1origin,T
t−1
base
(K)
.
The following steps analyze the complexity of k-TPH. Recall that, n is the number of terminals.
In the first phase, the number of iterations cannot exceed the number of full Steiner components
O(nk). The gain of a full component K can be found in time O(k) after precomputing the longest
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edges between any pair of nodes in the current minimum spanning tree, which may be accomplished
in time O(n log n) [18]. Thus, the runtime of all the iterations in the first phase can be bounded
by O(kn2k+1 log n). We also can obtain the runtime of all the iterations in the second phase is
bounded by O(kn2k+1 log n). Thus, the total runtime is O(kn2k+1 log n).
Algorithm 1 The k-restricted two-phase heuristic (k-TPH)
1: ——————–The first phase——————–
2: T 0 = MST (GS)
3: for t = 1, 2, . . . do
4: Find a k-restricted full component Kt = K with maximizes
r =
gainT t−1(K)
loss(K)
5: if r ≤ 0 then
6: Tbase = T
t−1 and exit for-loop
7: end if
8: if there exist some edges {e1, e2, . . .} ⊆ T t−1−MST (T t−1∪E0(Kt)) and {e1, e2, . . .} ⊆ C(Ki)
for i 6= t then
9: Some components are obtained by Ki − {e1, e2, . . .} and each components can be replaced
by a full component with same terminals.
10: Replaced the full component Ki by these full components.
11: (for convenient to describe algorithm, we reuse the notain Ki to represent these full com-
ponents.)
12: end if
13: T t = MST (T 0 ∪ C[K1] ∪ · · · C[Kt])
14: S1 = MST (T
0 ∪K1 ∪ · · · ∪Kt)
15: if no edge in T t is corresponding to C[Ki] for i 6= t then
16: Keep a basic component from Ki.
17: (we also reuse the notain Ki to represent this basic component.)
18: end if
19: end for
20: ——————–The second phase——————–
21: S2 = k-ERGH(Tbase)
22: return the minimum-cost tree S between S1 and S2.
4 Approximation ratio of the k-TPH
This section shows the approximation result of the k-TPH. When a full component K has been
chosen, the following lemma shows that the first phase never choose the full component K even it
has been replaced by some full components.
Lemma 4.1. The first phase never choose the chosen full components again.
Proof. Assume that the first phase choose a full component Kt = K. If MST (T
⋃t′
i=1 C[Ki]) contain
all edges e ∈ C[K] in the iteration t′ > t, gainT (K) ≤ 0 and the first phase never choose the full
component K again. If MST (T
⋃t′
i=1 C[Ki]) does not contain some edge e ∈ C[K] in the iteration
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Algorithm 2 The k-restricted enhanced relative greedy heuristic (k-ERGH)
Require: Tbase.
1: T 0base = Tbase and T
0
origin = MST (GS)
2: for t = 1, 2, . . . do
3: Find a k-restricted full component Kt = K which minimizes
f(K) =
loadT t−1base
(K)
ΨT t−1origin,T
t−1
base
(K)
4: T torigin = MST (T
t−1
origin ∪ E0(Kt))
5: T tbase = MST (T
t−1
base ∪ E0(Kt))
6: if c(T torigin) = c(T
t
base) then
7: return MST (T 0origin ∪K1 ∪K2 · · · ∪Kt)
8: end if
9: end for
t′ > t, the edge e has been improved by a chosen full component. The full component K is divided
into two components by removing the edge e. Let A and B be two connected components of
K − {e}. The full component Kt is replaced by two full components KA and KB with terminals
sets Γ(A) and Γ(B), respectively. We have T t
′
= MST (T
⋃t−1
i=1 C[Ki] ∪ KA ∪ KB
⋃t′
i=t+1C[K
i]),
gainT t′ (K) ≤ gainT t′ (A∪B) ≤ gainT t′ (A)+gainT t′ (B) and loss(K) = loss(A)+ loss(B). Finally,
gainT t′ (K)
loss(K)
≤ gainT t′ (A)) + gainT t′ (B)
loss(B) + loss(B)
≤ max
{
gainT t′ (A)
loss(A)
,
gainT t′ (B)
loss(B)
}
.
We show thatKA never be replaced by A. We knows that cost(KA) ≤ cost(A) and gainT t′ (KA) ≤ 0.
The full component KA is superior to A. We also can obtain that KB never be replaced by B. The
first phase never choose the full component K again.
If no edge in T t
′
is corresponding to C[K], we keep a basic component in K. Then, we can find
a full component that superior to K. The chosen full components never be chosen again.
Lemma 4.2. cost(T 0base) ≥ 12 · cost(S1).
Proof. The cost of the Steiner tree in the first phase is
cost(S1) = cost(T
0
base) +
∑
Kj∈S1
loss(Kj).
Since loss(K) ≤ 12 · cost(K) [18] for any full component K,
cost(S1) ≤ cost(T 0base) +
∑
Kj∈S1
1
2
· cost(Kj)
≤ cost(T 0base) +
1
2
· cost(S1)
which yields cost(T 0base) ≥ 12 · cost(S1).
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Lemma 4.3. If no full component can improve the terminal-spanning tree T ,
loadT
(
n⋃
i=1
Ki
)
≥
n∑
i=1
loadT (Ki)
for full components K1,K2, . . . ,Kn.
Proof. The proof can be obtained by the following chain of inequalities:
loadT
(
n⋃
i=1
Ki
)
= cost
(
n⋃
i=1
Ki
)
+mst
(
T ∪
n⋃
i=1
E0 (Ki)
)
− cost(T )
=
n∑
i=1
cost(Ki) +mst
T ∪ i⋃
j=1
E0 (Kj)
− cost
T/ i−1⋃
j=1
E0 (Kj)

≥
n∑
i=1
cost(Ki) +mst (T ∪ E0 (Ki))− cost(T )
=
n∑
i=1
loadT (Ki).
The following lemma guarantees that the solution of k-TPH at the second phase is a well
solution.
Lemma 4.4. For any chosen full components Ki and Kj, |Γ(Ki) ∩ Γ(Kj)| ≤ 1.
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that |Γ(Ki) ∩ Γ(Kj)| = 2 and j < i. Both T i−1origin −
MST (T i−1origin ∪ E0(Ki)) and T i−1base −MST (T i−1base ∪ E0(Ki)) contain a zero-cost edge that is from
E0(Kj). Since any full component cannot improve T
0
base, MST (T
0
base ∪ K) = T 0base ∪ Loss(K)
for any full component K. We can find a edge e ∈ Ki − Loss(Ki) such that ΨT i−1origin,T i−1base(Ki) =
ΨT i−1origin,T
i−1
base
(A)+ΨT i−1origin,T
i−1
base
(B) and loadT i−1base
(Ki) ≥ loadT i−1base(A∪B) ≥ loadT i−1base(A)+loadT i−1base(B)
(from Lemma 4.3) where A and B are two connected components of Ki − {e}. Finally,
loadT i−1base
(Ki)
ΨT i−1origin,T
i−1
base
(Ki)
≥
loadT i−1base
(A) + loadT i−1base
(B)
ΨT i−1origin,T
i−1
base
(A) + ΨT i−1origin,T
i−1
base
(B)
≥ min
{
loadT i−1base
(A)
ΨT i−1origin,T
i−1
base
(A)
,
loadT i−1base
(B)
ΨT i−1origin,T
i−1
base
(B)
}
which contradicts the choice of Ki.
Lemma 4.5. For any Steiner tree S, loadT 0base
(S) ≥ loadT i−1base
(
S/
⋃i−1
j=1E0 (Ki)
)
.
Proof. Since no full component can improve the terminal-spanning tree T 0base, cost(S)−cost(T 0base)−
mst
(
S ∪⋃i−1j=1E0 (Ki)) + mst(T 0base ∪⋃i−1j=1E0 (Ki)) ≥ 0. The proof can be obtained by the
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following chain of inequalities:
loadT 0base
(S) = cost(S)− cost(T 0base)
= mst
S ∪ i−1⋃
j=1
E0 (Ki)
−mst
T 0base ∪ i−1⋃
j=1
E0 (Ki)

+cost(S)− cost(T 0base)−mst
S ∪ i−1⋃
j=1
E0 (Ki)
+mst
T 0base ∪ i−1⋃
j=1
E0 (Ki)

≥ mst
S ∪ i−1⋃
j=1
E0 (Ki)
−mst
T 0base ∪ i−1⋃
j=1
E0 (Ki)

= loadT i−1base
S/ i−1⋃
j=1
E0 (Ki)
 .
Lemma 4.6. If loadT i−1base/E0(C)
(K) ≤ ΨT i−1origin,T i−1base/E0(C)(K) for any full components C and K,
loadT i−1base/E0(C)
(K)
ΨT i−1origin,T
i−1
base/E0(C)
(K)
≥
loadT i−1base
(K)
ΨT i−1origin,T
i−1
base
(K)
.
Proof. Since loadT i−1base/E0(C)
(K) ≤ ΨT i−1origin,T i−1base/E0(C)(K) and cost(T
i−1
base/E0 (C)) − mst(T i−1base ∪
E0 (C) ∪ E0 (K)) ≤ cost(T i−1base) − mst(T i−1base ∪ E0 (K)), the proof can be obtained by the follow-
ing chain of inequalities:
loadT i−1base/E0(C)
(K)
ΨT i−1origin,T
i−1
base/E0(C)
(K)
=
cost(K) +mst(T i−1base ∪ E0 (C) ∪ E0 (K))− cost(T i−1base/E0 (C))
cost(T i−1origin)− cost(T i−1base/E0 (C))−mst(T i−1origin ∪ E0(K)) +mst(T i−1base ∪ E0 (C) ∪ E0(K))
≥ cost(K) +mst(T
i−1
base ∪ E0 (K))− cost(T i−1base)
cost(T i−1origin)− cost(T i−1base)−mst(T i−1origin ∪ E0(K)) +mst(T i−1base ∪ E0(K))
=
loadT i−1base
(K)
ΨT i−1origin,T
i−1
base
(K)
.
Based on the analysis in [21], the bound on the cost of our solution is as follows.
Theorem 4.7. The k-TPH finds a Steiner tree S such that
cost(S) ≤
(
ln
mst− cost(T 0base)
optk − cost(T 0base)
+ 1
)
· (optk − cost(T 0base))+ cost(T 0base).
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Proof. Let Mi = cost(T
i
origin)− cost(T ibase) and mi = Mi−1 −Mi. Therefore, f(Ki) =
load
Ti−1
base
(Ki)
mi
.
Let Opti−1k =
(
Optk/
⋃i−1
l=1 E0 (kl)
)
−⋃i−1l=1 E0 (Kl). For i = 1, . . . , r+1 and loadT 0base(Optk) ≤Mi−1,
we have
loadT 0base
(Optk)
Mi−1
=
loadT 0base
(Optk)
ΨT i−1origin,T
i−1
base
(Optk)
Lem 4.5≥
loadT i−1base
(Opti−1k )
ΨT i−1origin,T
i−1
base
(Opti−1k )
=
∑
Xj∈Opti−1k loadT i−1base/
⋃j−1
l=1 E0(Xl)
(Xj)∑
Xj∈Opti−1k ΨT i−1origin/
⋃j−1
l=1 E0(Xl),T
i−1
base/
⋃j−1
l=1 E0(Xl)
(Xj)
≥
∑
Xj∈Opti−1k loadT i−1base/
⋃j−1
l=1 E0(Xl)
(Xj)∑
Xj∈Opti−1k ΨT i−1origin,T i−1base/
⋃j−1
l=1 E0(Xl)
(Xj)
Lem 4.6≥
∑
Xj∈Opti−1k loadT i−1base(Xj)∑
Xj∈Opti−1k ΨT i−1origin,T i−1base(Xj)
≥ min
Xj∈Opti−1k
{
loadT i−1base
(Xj)
ΨT i−1origin,T
i−1
base
(Xj)
}
≥
loadT i−1base
(Ki)
mi
.
Replacing mi = Mi−1 −Mi into the above inequality yields
Mi ≤Mi−1
(
1−
loadT i−1base
(Ki)
loadT 0base
(Optk)
)
(1)
for i = 1, 2, . . . , t. From the inequality (1),
Mr ≤ M0
t∏
i=1
(
1−
loadT i−1base
(Ki)
loadT 0base
(Optk)
)
.
Taking the natural logarithms of both sides and using the inequality ln(1 + x) ≤ x,
ln
M0
Mr
≥ −
t∑
i=1
ln
(
1−
loadT i−1base
(Ki)
loadT 0base
(Optk)
)
≥
∑t
i=1 loadT i−1base
(Ki)
loadT 0base
(Optk)
. (2)
Since k-TPA interrupts at Mt = c(T
t
origin)−c(T tbase) = 0, there exists Mr > loadT 0base(Optk) ≥Mr+1
for some r < t.
The value mr+1 can be split into two values m
∗ and m′ such that
m∗ = Mr − loadT 0base(Optk), (3)
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m′ = loadT 0base(Optk)−Mr+1, (4)
According to inequality (3), we have
M∗r+1 = Mr −m∗ = Mr −Mr + loadT 0base(Optk) = loadT 0base(Optk). (5)
The value loadT rbase(Kr+1) also can be split into w
∗ and w′ such that
loadTr
base
(Kr+1)
mr+1
= w
∗
m∗ =
w′
m′ .
Since
loadTr
base
(Kr+1)
mr+1
= w
∗
m∗ , inequality (2) implies that
ln
M0
M∗r+1
≥
∑r
i=1 loadT i−1base
(Ki) + w
∗
loadT 0base
(Optk)
. (6)
Since
loadTr
base
(Kr+1)
mr+1
≤
load
T0
base
(Optk)
Mr
≤ 1, we have
w′ ≤ m′. (7)
The ratio related to the cost of approximate Steiner tree after r + 1 iterations is at most
cost(S2)− cost(T 0base)
optk − cost(T 0base)
=
mst(T 0origin ∪
⋃t
i=1Ki)− cost(T 0base)
loadT 0base
(Optk)
Lem 4.4≤
∑r+1
i=1 loadT i−1base
(Ki) +Mr+1
loadT 0base
(Optk)
=
∑r
i=1 loadT i−1base
(Ki) + w
∗ + w′ +Mr+1
loadT 0base
(Optk)
(6)
≤ ln M0
M∗r+1
+
w′ +Mr+1
loadT 0base
(Optk)
(7)
≤ ln M0
M∗r+1
+
m′ +Mr+1
loadT 0base
(Optk)
(4)
= ln
M0
M∗r+1
+ 1
(5)
= ln
M0
loadT 0base
(Optk)
+ 1
= ln
cost(T 0origin)− cost(T 0base)
optk − cost(T 0base)
+ 1
= ln
mst− cost(T 0base)
optk − cost(T 0base)
+ 1
which yields
cost(S) ≤ cost(S2) ≤
(
ln
mst− cost(T 0base)
optk − cost(T 0base)
+ 1
)
· (optk − cost(T 0base))+ cost(T 0base). (8)
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Since cost(T 0base) ≤ optk (from Lemma 2.2) and cost(T 0base) ≥ 12 · cost(S1) ≥ 12 · optk (from
Lemma 4.2), we can assume that cost(T 0base) = α · optk for α ∈
(
1
2 , 1
)
. The following result can be
obtained.
Theorem 4.8. If cost(T 0base) = α · optk for α ∈
(
1
2 , 1
)
, the k-TPH finds a Steiner tree S such that
cost(S) ≤
(
ln
mst− α · optk
optk − α · optk + 1
)
· (optk − α · optk) + α · optk.
and
cost(S) ≤ 2 · α · optk.
Proof. From Theorem 4.7, we have
cost(S) ≤
(
ln
mst− α · optk
optk − α · optk + 1
)
· (optk − α · optk) + α · optk.
According to Lemma 4.2, cost(S) ≤ 2 · cost(T 0base) = 2 · α · optk.
5 Performance of the k-TPH in general graphs
The following corollaries gives a bound on the cost of the Steiner tree generated by k-TPH.
Corollary 5.1. The k-TPH has an approximation ratio of at most 1.4295.
Proof. We have mst ≤ 2 · opt (see [19]). Theorem 4.8 yield
cost(S)
opt
≤
(
ln
2 · opt− α · optk
optk − α · optk + 1
)
· (1− α) optk
opt
+ α · optk
opt
=
(
ln
2
ρk
− α
1− α + 1
)
· (1− α) ρk + α · ρk
and
cost(S)
opt
≤ 2 · α · ρk,
where ρk is the worst-case ratio of
optk
opt . Borchers and Du [3] show that ρk ≤ 1 + blog2 kc−1 and
limk→∞ ρk = 1. When k →∞, the approximation ratio of the k-TPH converges to
A(α) =
(
ln
2− α
1− α + 1
)
· (1− α) + α.
and
B(α) = 2 · α.
Since A(α) is decreasing in α and B(α) is increasing in α, solving A(α) = B(α) yeilds α∗ ≈ 0.7147.
The k-TPH has an approximation ratio of at most A(α∗) ≈ 1.4295.
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